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Privacy-by-Design … in practice

- for designers and developers of technologies
- document and share techniques, rather than normative requirements
Mark the neighborhood, above all, by gateways wherever main paths enter it—main gateways (53)—and by modest boundaries of non-residential land between the neighborhoods—neighborhood boundary (15). Keep major roads within these boundaries—parallel roads (23); give the neighborhood a visible center, perhaps a common or a green—accessible green (60)—or a small public square (61); and arrange houses and workshops within the neighborhood so that they come together in some typical arrangement.

And again, make the house an individual piece of territory with its own garden, no matter how small—your own home (98)—make the main room essentially a kind of farmhouse kitchen—farmhouse kitchen (139), with alcoves opening off it for eating, working, bathing, sleeping, dressing—bathing room (94), window place (180), workspace enclosure (183), alcove (188), dressing room (189); if the house is meant for an old person, or for someone very young, shape it also according to the pattern for old age cottage (155) or teenagers’ cottage (154). . . .
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Fire Eagle would like to check with you every so often to make sure you’re still comfortable sharing your location. You can ask us not to check with you at all if you’d prefer...

How often should we check with you about sharing with Fire Eagle?
- Check with me once a month
- Check with me once every 3 months
- Don’t bother checking with me at all

We’re sending these alerts to npdoty@gmail.com

Google Latitude
Location History Privacy Reminder
This is a reminder that you have enabled Google Location History on your Google Latitude account. Only you can view this information, and you can delete it when you choose to do so.

View My Location History

©2011 Google Inc., 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043, USA. Terms of Service | Privacy Policy
You are receiving this reminder weekly. Change Reminder Settings
Privacy dashboard

http://privacypatterns.org/patterns/Privacy-dashboard
Privacy Patterns — Contribute!

http://privacypatterns.org

https://github.com/m0hit/privacypatterns
THIRD-PARTY PASSWORDS FOR DELEGATED AUTH
SECURITY IMAGES FOR SITE AUTHENTICATION

Your personal security phrase: computer chip

Your personal security image:

Password: [Redacted]

Password is case-sensitive

Log In

1. Enter user name and password.
2. Verify security image.
3. Submit login information.
Conclusions